John Duval is a Principle Associate for SMA Inc. based in Irvine, CA. John provides SMA clients
with EVMS implementation support and EIA-748 compliance guidance on large complicated
government contracts. He also specializes in scalable EVMS solutions and optimizing the
application of EVM.
Previously, as Vice President of Integrated Program Planning & Controls (IPP&C) at SMA, he lead
the firm’s largest practice area of planners, schedulers, cost estimators, and earned value
management consultants. His role included supporting Business Development and Operations by
hiring and deploying the most talented subject matter expert’s necessary to implement and
maintain best of breed IPP&C solutions for SMA Clients.
Prior to joining SMA in August 2017, John was the corporate EVMS Focal Point for CSRA: a
spinoff/merger of SRA International and Computer Sciences Corporation’s North American Public
Sector (NPS): a multi-billion dollar organization focused on Federal and State government
contracts in North America. There he implemented a centralized an EVM Organization of 45
Schedulers and EVM experts who performed run and maintain functions on approximately 31
contracts. John also directed the EVM Core Team comprised of EV/Scheduling experts who
focused on governance and oversight, proposal support, policy management, IBR support,
software systems, methodology and tool training, new contract implementations, internal
surveillance, and preparing contracts for DCMA system validations and joint surveillances.
Employed with CSC for over 30 years, John’s experience in applying Program Planning and
Controls to large complex federal government contracts is extensive. Over the years, he
supported clients in many of the civil agencies, as well as, the Department of Defense. The nature
of the work varied greatly from traditional software development to large O&M service contracts.
While performing the role of EVM Manager on numerous contracts, John has facilitated countless
IBRs and over 25,000 status/VAR reviews. He has built complex EVM software systems from the
ground up, chaired configuration control boards for COTS applications, and personally lead major
implementations of EVM for both NASA, Army, and the USAF. His experience includes teaching
thousands of CAMs, program managers, and PMO staff how to tailor EVM in effective and efficient
ways, while maintaining compliance with EIA 748.
As the SMA corporate representative to the National Defense Industrial Association (NDIA)
Integrated Program Management Division (IPMD), John currently serves on the Board of Directors
promoting industry best practices and effective federal government collaboration. John is a
widely recognized subject matter expert in scaling the application of PP&C and EVM principles to
sustainment and services contracts. He frequently presents at the IPM Workshops, and EVM
World Conferences.
John graduated Cum Laude with a BS in Industrial Technology from the University of Maryland in
1983. He held an Earned Value Professional certification and holds a certification in Configuration
Management.
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